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Theory Observations



 Goals

 To study gas in mergers at high (z>0.1) redshift
      -Measure kinematics, column density, volume density
      and metallicity to later compare with simulations

 To study the triggering of quasars and further evolution 

To study and quantify the quasar sphere of infuence
    -how long?
    -how far?
    -how isotropic?
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Challenges

•Faintness of tidal features 

•Unclear merger stage

•Quasars outshine companion galaxies at 
high redshift

•Quasars are relatively rare

•Gas kinematics are not the same as stellar 
kinematics

•21cm is nearly impossible for anything 
with cosmological redshift (z>0.1)

Hibbard et al 2001
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Quasar emits 
ionizing 
photons

Invisible Gas 
absorbs 
photons,

heating and
ionizing the gas

Recombination 
and collisionally 
excited emission 
lines render the 
gas observable
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¢v = 159 § 20 km/sz = 0:3693

b = 38 kpc







300 Myr < tburst < 800 Myr
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Lotz+2010a

 Before frst passage there is no tidal bridge connecting 
the two galaxies  
 Current separation is 38 h-1 kpc
 This large separation rules out any merger stage after 
second passage for any major merger
 This is nearly independent of gas fraction 
(Lotz+2010b)
 Thus we know the merger stage to be sometime 
between frst and second passage

Merger Stage



Well-Characterized 
Merger System





Testing the Merger Model



 Space based imaging and integral feld spectroscopy will allow us to 
tighten constraints on QSO-Host relations
    - do they grow lock step along these relations?

 What fraction of QSOs are frst-passage QSOs vs. fnal coalescence?

 Learn about QSO properties:
  - feedback on companion galaxy
  - isotropy
  - lifetime
  - variability on kyr timescales

 Search for more such pairs...

Future Work
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Summary
 J2049 is an interacting pair of 
galaxies with an emission line 
bridge photoionized by a QSO in 
one of the galaxies

 Merger models are able to 
reproduce the kinematics of the 
system and constrain initial 
conditions

 This offers a new laboratory to 
study QSOs and galaxy mergers



 Thank You
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 Quasars are Bright!
A quasar emits S ionizing photons/sec

We can quantify the infuence of photoionization by a dimensionless U 
parameter

We see that a quasar can render a region of  log U ∼  -2 (typical of HII 
regions) out to 60 kpc 

U(n; r; S) =
# Ionizing Photons

# hydrogen atoms
=
S=(4¼r2c)

n
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